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Letter from the dean
Greetings and
welcome to our
2018/19
year-end report!
I am excited to submit
this inaugural report
on behalf of the faculty
and staff of the Rick
and Debbie Dykhouse
Center for Academic
Excellence (CAE). The
Center was officially
dedicated during
Homecoming & Family
Weekend, fall 2018,
thus commencing work
toward a centralized
and comprehensive
academic support
system. In this report,
you will find highlights
from the year as
well as goals for the
continued growth and
development of our
programming. We have
a broad spectrum of
experiences, interests,
and backgrounds
represented in the
CAE faculty and
staff. I look forward
to our continued
collaborations and
the synergy that will
enhance the academic
supports available to
our students.

As we wrap up our first year,
supervising the work. All
there is much to be proud of
feedback thus far shows its
and I would like to spotlight
success and we are anxious
a few of our accomplishments.
to expand the program to
First off, we were able to
other students in 2019/20.
begin the physical move into
Benner Library for a centralized
While I have highlighted
location. While all aspects of
three specific
B O E ND E R
CAE programming are not yet
accomplishments, there are
there, we were able to move
many more to note. Please
the Academic Coaching Center and
find them included in this report.
the Writing Center with much success.
As you read through each area’s
This move was positively received and
highlights and goals, I hope you see
I look forward to the rest of the CAE
our passion for supporting students
following suit in fall 2019.
in academic and career excellence.
A second spotlight from 2018/19
was the addition of the Writing
Center. This addition had been many
years in the making, and a much
needed support for our students.
Dr. Kristy Ingram led the initiative
and did a wonderful job bringing
faculty, administrators, students,
and staff on board. The response
from the Writing Center’s first year
of operation was overwhelmingly
positive, leading to plans for further
growth and development.
The third spotlight to shine is on
the academic coaching program
which was piloted on first generation
students during the fall 2018
semester. Academic coaching
provides individualized support
to students looking to build their
general academic skills. Jorge Bonilla
led this charge, hiring the first group
of student coaches, developing
a training programming, and
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In closing this letter, I would like
to thank Jorge Bonilla, Kristy
Ingram, Poppy Miller, Connie Murphy,
Beth Olney, Cheryl Paarlberg, and
Bianca Valencia for their reflections
on the past year and for their
contributions to the content of this
report. In addition, I would like to
extend gratitude to our generous
donors, Rick and Debbie Dykhouse.
Because of their financial support,
faithful prayers, and words of
encouragement, Olivet students
have access to a comprehensive
academic support system and we are
so thankful!
With appreciation and excitement for
another year ahead,

Jennifer Boender, Ed.D.
Dean, Center for Academic Excellence
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Academic Coaching Center

T

he Academic
Coaching Center
(ACC) provides
tutoring and
academic coaching
to undergraduate
students across a
myriad of subjects.
We are a place of
encouragement and
hope — a place where
students receive the
support they need
to achieve their
academic goals. We
believe learning is a
developmental process
that is never complete
and thus tutors and
coaches, recognizing
the potential in all
students, work to
foster the independent
learning skills of each
student they encounter.

Over 2,200
tutoring
appointments
were provided
during the
2018/19 school
year — more
than any
previous year.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 The ACC moved from the lower level
of Ludwig Center into Benner Library.
Based on numbers and student
anecdotal feedback, the move was
a success as it made tutoring more
accessible to students. Students
reported feeling more comfortable
in the new ACC space because of its
integration into open study areas. In
addition, the ACC was more visible
in the new location contributing to
student awareness of ACC resources.
 A new position was created and
filled so that more time could be
dedicated to the oversight and
advancement of the ACC. Bianca
Valencia was hired in January
2019 to fill the position of ACC
Coordinator. Bianca worked as a
coach and tutor in the ACC while
she was an Olivet student. Bianca
also held the role of ACC receptionist
during her time of student
employment. In those roles she
showed initiative, leadership, vision
and passion. When the position was
posted, Bianca stood out and was
selected from the pool of applicants.

We are excited to have her and
look forward to her continued
leadership in the coming year.
 During the 2018/19 school year,
over 2,200 tutoring appointments
were provided. This was more
than any previous year. (See
“Student Sign-Ins” chart below.)
LOOKING AHEAD TO 2019/20
 The ACC looks forward to creating a
more identified space within Benner
Library. Through use of strategic
furniture placement along with
resource tables and inspirational
wall décor, the ACC will come to
have a distinct location within the
library, where students will go and
know they are part of the ACC.
 Student tutors have been required
to participate in monthly trainings.
Training of tutors is vital for
their effective work. Under the
leadership of the new Coordinator,
the training program will be
revamped and expanded based on
recommended best practices and
feedback from students and tutors.

Student
Sign-ins
(not individual
students)
Student
Sign-ins
(not individual
students),
2015–2019
1,039
770

984
714

1,347
859

668

678

673

Spring 2015 Fall 2015 Spring 2016 Fall 2016 Spring 2017 Fall 2017 Spring 2018 Fall 2018 Spring 2019
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Academic coaching program

T

he inception of the coaching program
began in the fall 2018 semester
under the leadership of Jorge Bonilla.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 59 first-generation students received academic
coaching support during the 2018/19 academic
year. Some of these students were first-time
students; others were returning students. At the
end of the year, 75% of the participating students
were in good standing.

It was considered a pilot program to help
first‑generation (FG) college students adjust
to the expectations of college rigor using the
Life Coaching approach, Positive
Psychology and Appreciative
Inquiry theory as the core of the
First-Generation Students Who Received Academic Coaching, 2018/19
program. First-generation college
students are more likely to drop
29
out of college if support is not
provided to them. They also tend
to enter college lacking cultural
capital, an important factor that
keeps them at a disadvantage
10
compared to students whose
7
7
4
parents attended a four-year
2
college. With this in mind, the
general goal was to help FG
Dean's List
Good
Removed
Probation Suspended Suspended
college students accomplish
Academic
from
without
their academic goals by removing
Standing
Probation
appeal
obstacles to their academic
success and providing them the
necessary resources to succeed
GOALS FOR 2019/20
during their time at ONU.
 Open the coaching program to a diverse
population of students on campus. This includes
a referral system in collaboration with the office
of Learning Support Services and the Retention
Alert system.
 Officially bring the academic coaching program
under the Academic Coaching Center and have
one process for recruitment of student workers
and training, along with shared appointment
programming.
 Enhance the training and supervision to ensure
peer coaches are fully equipped and supported
in their very influential position.

The Academic Coaching Center
(ACC) is located in Benner Library
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Learning Support Services

T

he Office
of Learning
Support Services
(LSS) is dedicated
to supporting
the University’s
efforts toward
accessibility and
inclusion for
students with
disabilities.
This is accomplished
through collaboration,
advocacy, education
and accommodation.
The Office of Learning
Support Services
works with students
on an individual,
case-by‑case
basis determining
appropriate,
reasonable
accommodations to
promote the
student’s learning,
growth,
development
and success.

The number of
students with
documented
disabilities
continues
to grow

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 With the changing climate of
disability law and accommodation,
a review of policy and
procedures was needed. Time
was spent consulting with
Olivet’s legal counsel, looking
at other universities’ policies
and procedures, and reviewing
literature and best practices put
forth by the Association on Higher
Education and Disability. This led
to updated policies and procedures
that have aided in student
accessibility and equity.

residence life, risk management,
and academic affairs, all of
whom bring valuable insight
and knowledge.
 Prior to fall 2018, there was a
disjointed effort of disability
accommodation. Students
would go to LSS for approval of
accommodations and then go
to the Learning Development
Center for implementation of
accommodations. These two
offices operated under different
leadership and thus students
experienced challenges going
between the two. Beginning fall
2018, the Learning Development
Center was dissolved so that the
approval and implementation
of accommodations would be
cohesive and under the same
leadership. With this change,
students have experienced
a more streamlined process
of accommodation.

 One significant procedural change
was the creation of a crossdisciplinary review committee.
Having representatives from
various areas of expertise has
proven helpful in understanding
the many aspects of a disability
and in identifying disability
related needs. We now have
committee members from
counseling, health, dining,

# of Trad Students
through
LSS
Number of Traditional
Students through
LSS,
2012–2019
123

83
66
40

52
38

64

89
76

130

131

113

85

44

FA 12 SP 13 FA 13 SP 14 FA 14 SP 15 FA 15 SP 16 FA 16 SP 17 FA 17 SP 18 FA 18 SP 19
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 In line with national trends,
the number of students with
documented disabilities continues
to grow. During the fall 2018
semester, 130 students were
supported through LSS. During
spring 2019, 131 students
were supported. These numbers
are up from 123 in fall 2018
and 113 spring 2019.
GOALS FOR 2019/20
 The Office of Learning Support
Services is long overdue for
an update when it comes
to technology. The office
currently uses paper files
and paper documentation.
Beginning in fall 2019, LSS will
be implementing use of AIM
Disability software, which will
provide electronic management,
documentation and tracking
of disability accommodations
allowing the office to move
away from paper files.
 In collaboration with the
Retention Coordinator,
Academic Affairs Liaison, and
the Academic Coaching Center,
new academic coaching support
will be available for students
with disabilities. Academic
Coaching was piloted with first
generation students during the
recent academic year, and it
will be offered to students with
disabilities beginning fall 2019.

The Office of Learning Support Services works
with students on an individual, case-by‑case
basis determining appropriate, reasonable
accommodations to promote the student’s
learning, growth, development and success.
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Supplemental Instruction

S

upplemental
Instruction
(SI) is an academic
support offered
for eight of
Olivet’s courses in
recognition of their
large enrollment
sizes and historical
difficulty.
In professional practice,
SI is recognized as
being, “a peer‑led
academic assistance
program that
targets traditionally
difficult courses
and is offered to all
students enrolled
in the supported
classes” (Stone &
Jacobs, 2008, p. 1).
As the name implies,
this support works
as a supplement to
what occurs in the
classroom. The SI
sessions are led by
faculty-selected
students who have
completed the course
and excelled.
The SI sessions work
as open help sessions
in which review for
tests and homework
help is available. In
addition to SI, there are
also two general labs
available to students,
the Math Lab and the
Spanish Lab.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19

GOALS FOR 2019/20

 Eight classes were supported
with supplemental instruction
during the year. Faculty for these
courses agreed there was need for
SI and found value in providing
students with this type of
additional support.

 Students hired to run Math Lab,
Spanish Lab and Supplemental
Instruction have not been
provided any training or
supervision. While they work
with departmental faculty,
there is no official oversight
process. In the new academic
year, these student workers
will be included in the training
program used by the Academic
Coaching Center.

 There were a total of 1,837
student sign-ins across
supplemental instruction sessions
and lab sessions during the
academic year.

Student Use of
SI and Labs
Student Use of Supplemental
Instruction
and Labs, 2018/19
349

256

166

153

150

131
111

126

108 106

76
33

30

8
ACCT110

ACCT111

BIOL125

BIOL246

BIOL247

17

17

CHEM101 CHEM103 MATH117 Math Lab Spanish Lab

FA 18
SP 19 2019
 FALL 2018
|  SPRING

Supplemental instruction for eight classes and two general labs
was offered during the 2018/19 academic year
Reference: Stone, M. E., & Jacobs, G. (Eds.). (2008). Supplemental instruction: Improving first-year student success
in high-risk courses (Monograph No. 7, 3rd ed.). Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, National Resource
Center for the First-Year Experience and Students in Transition.
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Supported Study

T

he Supported Study program is
an intervention strategy designed
to help students improve their
GPA while they are on financial
aid or academic probation.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 The Supported Study program has historically
been run by one staff member. During the
2018/19 academic year, collaboration with
the Retention Coordinator and the Academic
Affairs Liaison began, thus bringing in
additional staff to aid with the program.

Students can receive one probationary semester
before facing financial and/or enrollment
consequences if
their written appeal
Number
of Students
in Program
is approved by the
Number of students
in Supported
Study
program, 2013–2019
Financial Aid or
Academic Committee.
20
19
One condition of
18
an approved appeal
17
16
16
is that the student
must participate in
13
12
the Support Study
11
10
program. Through
7
this program, a
6
6
student meets with
a staff member
on a consistent
basis for check-ins,
SP13
FA13
SP14
FA14
SP15
FA15
SP16
FA16
SP17
FA17
SP18
FA18
SP19
accountability and
guidance in academic
success behaviors.
GOALS FOR 2019/20
The Supported Study program offers
students a built in support system with
 A full review of the program is to take
a staff member walking alongside them
place in fall 2019. This review will serve
during the probationary semester. The staff
to assess the effectiveness of this program
member communicates with the student’s
and generate proposals for programmatic
faculty members and receives updates
changes should any weaknesses be found.
on the student’s progress in courses.
Included in this review is consideration
Students who participate in the Supported
of utilizing the academic coaching
Study program have the opportunity to
program to meet the needs of these
strengthen their time management and
at risk students.
organization skills, discuss challenges and
victories with a staff member and develop
 Improve faculty knowledge of the program
general academic skills to keep them on
and build faculty collaboration.
the path toward graduation.
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General Studies

T

he Department of General Studies is
an academic unit currently offering
developmental and academically supportive
courses to aid in student academic success.
The courses currently offered include:
GNST 093 | BASIC WRITING SKILLS (4hrs), which helps to
diagnose and remediate deficiencies in grammar, usage,
sentence structure and writing; also introduces students to
the writing process, promotes writing based on readings
and encourages writing confidence.
GNST 095 | INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA (4hrs), which
covers the standard topics through systems of equations;
equivalent to the second year of high school algebra.
GNST 101 | ESSENTIALS OF LEARNING (3hrs), which
provides basic instructional guidance designed for
students who do not meet regular admissions criteria;
the course emphasizes effective study skill techniques
and exposure to a variety of learning strategies
appropriate for courses across the curriculum; the goal
of the course is to optimize the opportunities of success
for underprepared students.
GNST 105 | LEARNING SUCCESS STRATEGIES (3hrs),
which provides an in-depth exposure to the principles
of learning how to learn by using an interdisciplinary
approach to the development of academic skills. Topics
include learning theory, learning styles, organizational
skills, motivation, accountability and applied learning
behaviors for learning across the curriculum. Students will
evaluate their own academic performance and develop
a personal academic success plan for improving their
academic standing.
   This course is required for all second semester freshmen
whose first semester grade point average does not meet
the academic requirement of good standing: 1.5 GPA.
Students are placed in the course when their first semester
midterm grades fall below 1.5; if they successfully raise
their GPA above 1.5 by the end of the first semester, they
may request to be removed from the course.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 The department continued to offer supportive
classes to aid in student academic success
and progress. It has been valued and
prioritized to keep course sizes small.
Each course has an enrollment capacity of
15–20 students providing
faculty opportunity for
more individualized
attention on each student.
 Faculty member, Jonathan
Fightmaster, was promoted
from instructor to
Assistant Professor.

FIGHTMASTER

Enrollment in GNST Courses during
2018/19

Enrollment in GNST courses during 2018/19
106

35

33

17

GNST 093

GNST 095

GNST 101

GNST 105

GOALS FOR 2019/20
 Review the current structure of General
Studies to determine new placement
processes and consider the development
of an Essentials of Learning program.
Currently, Essentials of Learning is a one
semester course. Development of a program
may provide a more comprehensive support
system for underprepared students by
including more than one course and building
in access to academic coaching and other
academic resources such as the Writing
Center and tutoring.

First Year Experience

T

he First Year Experience is a multi-step
program designed to support the
incoming first year students as they
transition to college life — both
academically and socially.
Full participation
in each element is
expected for first
time freshmen as
they are seen as
key to a successful
beginning and
ultimately to
achieving the goal
of a college degree.
Transfer students,
while not required to
participate in each
element, are provided
their own supports as
they transition from
their previous school
to Olivet.

The FIRST YEAR
EXPERIENCE includes the
following elements:
ORIENTATION in June;
COLLEGE ESSENTIALS,
an online series of graded
assignments which become
available in July;
JUMPSTART, a three-day
conference at the end of August
for first time freshmen;
FRESHSTART a one-day
conference at the end of August
for transfer students;
FRESHMAN CONNECTIONS, a
semester-long course in the fall.

First time freshmen gathered for a class photo
during the JumpStart 2018 conference.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 The addition of the FreshStart conference.
This year, based on best practices for
transfer students, the new transfer students
were separated out for the majority of the
conference. They joined all new students
for Dr. Bowling’s message on Sunday
evening, but for everything else, they
were serviced separately. The feedback was
overwhelmingly positive about this change,
both from Transfer Admissions as well as the
students themselves.
 Dr. Cynthia Taylor hosted a dinner for all
minority students during one of the evening
meal times where incoming students of color
could meet with faculty/staff/upperclassmen
of color who could serve as resources, role
models and mentors during their adjustment
to college.
GOALS FOR 2019/20
 With the previous director moving to a new
role, there is opportunity to restructure the
organization of First Year Experience and
develop new support positions. Participation
in professional conferences and reviewing
current literature on First Year Experience will
take place during fall 2019.
 Collaboration with the English and Math
departments will take place for review of
GNST curriculum. Partnership with these two
departments is essential to ensure students
are being prepared to enter the college level
courses offered through the departments.
In addition, due to changes in placement
numbers for College Writing I, it is important
that GNST work with the English department
to establish a smooth pathway from
developmental writing into College Writing.
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Retention Alert

T

he Retention
Alert (RA)
is a system
that allows
faculty and staff
members to
submit alerts
on students to
a centralized
location.
Its main purpose
is to anticipate
potential issues
that might cause a
student to get off
track. Each alert is
attended to within
24 hours. The student
is contacted by ONU
email and/or phone
and asked to come
to the Elwood Center
for Student Success.
After discussion and
analysis of problems,
students are referred
to available resources
and monitored to
prevent further
problems. The
Retention Coordinator
(Jorge Bonilla) and
the Academic Affairs
Liaison (Beth Olney)
manage all cases,
determining the best
way to intervene on
behalf of the student.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 This year, 829 cases were created
in the RA system. This accounts for
667 unique students.

alert on a student provides some
information, but when multiple
people around campus submit
alerts on a student, a more holistic
picture of the student’s situation
is created. It was encouraging to
see 109 faculty and staff using the
system this past year as it showed
a university-wide collaboration in
supporting students.

 100 faculty members and 9 staff
members submitted alerts through
the system. This system is most
effective when faculty and staff
from across campus use it. It
serves as a centralized location for
information. Having one retention

Retention Alert Submissions

Retention Alert submissions over the past five academic years
859

781

826

829

2017/18

2018/19

682

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Faculty and staff have consistently shown a university-wide collabortion by in supporting students.

GOALS FOR 2019/20
 There are developments and
new practices when it comes to
early alert systems. During the
coming year, we will review our
current practices and look at other
approaches to assess the current
system’s efficiency in identifying
students at risk.
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 While the entire faculty has been
encouraged to utilize the Retention
Alert system, there is need to
specifically target the faculty
teaching courses with high
freshman enrollment. Collaboration
with the faculty in these courses
will enhance the support of our
first-year students.

Commuter Services

C

ommuter students represent a significant
number of students at Olivet. In fall 2018,
there were 494 commuter students. In spring
2019, there were 451 commuter students.
According to a commuter
survey distributed in November
2013, commuters want to
know what is happening
on our campus and most of
them do not attend events
due to challenges balancing
work, family and academics.
To address these challenges
and others, Commuter

Services provides events and
communication specific for
commuters. In addition, a
Commuter Assistant position
is filled by an upperclassman,
commuter student who
provides peer support to the
commuter students and is the
point person for commuter
communication.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 Bagel Tuesdays: an event for
commuter students to mingle and
get to know other commuters.
Every Tuesday starting at 9 a.m.
in the commuter lounge at College
Church, we served free bagels
and coffee to commuter students.
College Church graciously allowed
us to use their newly remodeled
coffee area as a commuter lounge.
At this location, commuter students
have been able to relax, eat their
lunch, work on their homework,
study, or simply wait for their
next class. Free coffee is offered
to students every day during the
morning hours.

GOALS FOR 2019/20
 Execute Commuter Appreciation
Week in the spring 2020 semester.
 Offer biweekly devotionals with
commuters, either online or
in person.
 Implement “Adopt a Commuter”
program during the fall semester
to involve faculty and staff
and further connect commuter
students to the campus.

Free coffee is offered to students every day during the
morning hours in the commuter lounge at College Church.
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 Send an updated commuter
survey to assess services,
facilities, resources and needs
of our commuters since the last
one survey was distributed over
five years ago.
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Writing Center

T

he Writing
Center is
committed
to helping
the Olivet
community
communicate
ideas clearly
and concisely.
The Writing Center
provides writing
assistance that
fosters high-level
critical thinking
skills, academic
excellence in
disseminating
written work,
professional
readiness and a
scholarly agenda
for undergraduate
students. All services
provided by the
Writing Center are
focused on increasing
writer confidence
and competence.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19
 242 total writing sessions
(fall = 129; spring = 113)
 34 different disciplines and/
or courses represented in
WC sessions, including: American
Literature, Art, Biblical Studies,
Biochemistry, Business, Calculus,
Chemistry, Christian Faith,
Christian Ministry, College Writing,
Counseling, Creative Writing,
Criminal Justice, Education,
Economics, ESL, Essentials of
Learning, Exercise Sports Science,
FACS, Global Health, History,
Honors, Literature, Music, Nursing,
Philosophy, Psychology, Social Work,
Sociology, Speech, Statistics,
Studies in Literature, Technical
Writing, and Western Civilization.

2018/19 Writing Assistants
 Specialized School of Theology
and Christian Ministry writing
assistant was hired to specifically
work with students in religion
courses (spring 2019)
 Specialized Writing Center Open
Lab Sessions for two departments:
English and Honors/Scholar Week
Preparations (spring 2019)

GOALS FOR 2019/20
 Much progress was made the first year of operation, but increased
communication with faculty is needed. Some communications include:
• Beginning of the semester email with syllabus statement for faculty to use.
• Speak at a monthly faculty meeting to share updates on the WC and
introduce Ms. Ann Smith who has been hired to be the WC coordinator.
• Meet with each school/department once throughout the year to ask for
feedback on how the WC can help their students
 Host paper-specific workshops for College Writing I and College Writing II
 Begin preliminary discussions about adding a Writing Assistant for
Professional Programs
 Decorate and stock the Writing Center room with resources to create an
identified WC space within Benner Library.
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Career Services

T

he Office of
Career Services
exists to assist the
traditional student
population with
career development
and employment
needs and to provide
the essential career
resources to help
students enter
and navigate the
professional world.
Career Services supports
all undergraduate students
and alumni across all
majors and departments.
Career Services provides
Olivet students with
access to information,
employers and services
during their journey from
career exploration to
professional employment.
Services include:
career information and
assessments, managing
off-campus job/
internship/volunteer
postings, job/internship
search assistance, résumé
support, coaching on
interviewing preparation
and etiquette, facilitating
multiple career fairs
each year and providing
classroom seminars
on various career
development topics.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018/19

GOALS FOR 2019/20

 55 classroom presentations
were provided, resulting
in over 1,100 student
touchpoints. Each
presentation was tailored
to meet the needs of the
particular course, major,
career fields and academic
class level.

 Hold regular Career Services
staff meetings and address
the following:

 Since 2014, Career Services
has grown from hosting one
career fair per year to hosting
six fairs. A new addition
in 2018/19 was a Social
Work Applied Learning &
Field Placement Fair, which
brought in 24 employers from
the community.
 Across all six of the
career fairs, a total of 195
employers were on campus
during the 2018/19 school
year interacting with our
students, staff and faculty.

Career Services hosted six career
fairs with 195 employers total
during the 2018/19 school year.
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• strategic planning of
staff hours
• evaluation of peer coaching
program for possible
implementation
• Career Services mission
statement, priorities,
and goals
 Implement Handshake in late
August or early September and
provide thorough marketing for
both employers and students;
host a student launch event to
increase awareness and usage.
 Evaluate mock video
interviewing resources and
artificial intelligence résumé
review options.
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Big things to look for in 2019/20

T

he new
academic
school year will
see many changes
at the Center
for Academic
Excellence.

CHANGES FOR 2019/20
 New faculty and staff:
• GNST faculty member —
Dr. Kristy Ingram
• Coordinator for Writing Center —
Ann Smith
• Employer Relations in
Career Services — Alissa Braschler
 New location on the first floor
of Benner Library

Our CAE team
of faculty and
staff members

Jennifer Boender, Ed.D.
Dean, Center for Academic
Excellence
Director, Learning Support
Services
jaboender@olivet.edu
815-939-5361

Kristy Ingram, Ph.D.
Director, Writing Center
Associate Professor,
General Studies
(starting fall 2019)
kingram@olivet.edu
815-928-5608

Jorge Bonilla, M.A.
Retention Coordinator
jbonilla@olivet.edu
815-928-5775

Kim Lowe
Program Coordinator
kklowe@olivet.edu
815-939-5150

Alissa Braschler, B.S.
Employer Relations
(starting fall 2019)

Poppy Miller, B.S.
Director, Career Services
pmiller2@olivet.edu
815-939-5243

Jonathan Fightmaster,
M.A. Ed.
Assistant Professor,
General Studies
jjfightmaster@olivet.edu
815-928-5669
Kathy Heck, B.A.
Administrative Assistant
kheck@olivet.edu
815-928-5665

Connie Murphy, M.A. Ed.
Assistant Professor,
General Studies
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